Storage Jar for the Maritime Trade:
New Data from the Kiln Sites in China and Southeast Asia

4 juillet 2015, Salle Lévi-Strauss, Collège de France

9h-12h:
Chairman: ZHAO Bing (CRCAO)

QIN Dashu (School of Archaeology and Museology, Peking University, China):
« The Production of the Storage Jars: New Evidence from the Kiln Sites in China »

Louise Cort (Freer and Sackler Galleries – Smithsonian Institution, Washington, USA):
« The jar production of the Maenam Noi (Singburi) kilns in Thailand »

Armand Desbat (Maison de l’Orient, Lyon, France):
« Les jarres khmères »

Béatrice Wisniewski (EFEO, Paris, France):
« Vietmanese Jars for the Maritime Trade: the Production Sites of the Northern Region »

14h-15h30:
Chairman: Louise Cort (Freer and Sackler Galleries – Smithsonian Institution, Washington, USA, to be confirmed)

Sharon Wong (The Chinese University of HK, Hong Kong):
« Rethinking about the Storage Jars Found from the 16th-18th Centuries Archaeological Sites of Guangdong, Hong Kong and Macau »

Eva Strober (Keramiekmuseum Princessehof, Hollande):
« Large Jars Made in Southern China and Southeast Asia, 9th-19th Century, from the Princessehof Collection: Their Uses in Rituals and Storage »

16h-18h:
Chairmen: Pierre-Yves Manguin (EFEO, Paris, France) and Béatrice Wisniewski
Private session: discussion on database